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Abstract 

The usage of humour from young children’s’ age as a method and instrument of education helps the children 
to understand with easiness the meaning of definite thoughts and feelings coming from its entertaining-
amusing element and characteristic mixed with wisdom and imagination from the one side and from the 
other side – the teachers to be able to use it for analyzing of worldly situations and acts of people, animals in 
the fairytales and literature’ heroes, to make a moral and comprehend the conclusion.  

The humour has a healthy meaning in the children’s development and its application in the pedagogical 
practice of the children’s teacher transforms in art helping the child from young age to comprehend its 
meaning. That is why, in the preparation of the students in the universities – the future teachers is necessary 
for them to take into account the usage of  humour in the teaching process with the growing up as a method 
for differentiating the comic and ugly sides in life from its entertaining-amusing measurement; to learn them 
to laugh understanding the sense of humour; the child’s smile to follow the emotion and experience. When 
the children in the kindergarten “breathe clean air” followed by shining eyes of joy and amusing, smart 
humour then every day is a happy one and there is no stress in it. The children can differentiate with 
easiness the absurd situations from the normal worldly ones in the positive side and light.  

The humour encourages the development and imagination of the educated and the teacher should 
understand the difference between the reality and what is in the humoristic story.  

The formation of knowledge and skills for a correct adopting of the humour in the process of education from 
a young children age is a fundament for an achievement of a creative thinking and artistic development of 
the grownups. The different forms of humour make easier the adopting of the world’s laws, human habits 
and way of life because the laughter is not just a pleasure from the funny part but as well a release of the 
tension and an emotional relaxation.  
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